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序

本研究は平成14幽 16年度科学研究費補助金基盤研究(B)(l)に基づく海外調査研究として実

施したものである。地域としてはロシア連邦カレリア共和国のオネガ湖北西部付近の下部

原生界 KarelianSuper Group中のシュンガイト鉱石産出地 Shungaほかにおいて採取した鉱

石試料の分析を行い、特にナノ分子の代表格であるフラーレン分子 C60含有の確認とその

成因調査を精力的に行った。

一般にこの鉱石群は黒色、細粒かっ徽密な岩石で、、最大 98wt%もの炭質物を含む。本研

究においては、約 20億年前(先カンブリア時代)に堆積した炭素富裕鉱物層中でフラー

レン分子が存在していることを確認できた乃pe1シュンガイト (75田 98wt%C)に加えて、上

記オネガ湖北岸地域および西北地域 Shunga，Zazhogino， Maksovoで産出される、 Ludicovian

Groupでの低炭素含有鉱石(タイプ II-V;10四 75wt%C) の産状と周辺の岩石層の研究の総括

も行った。 KarelianSuper Groupは層序的下位より、 Jatulian， Ludicovian， Kalevian， Vepsianの

各グループ。に区分されている。 LudicovianGroupの玄武岩の Sm阻 Nd年代は1.98Gaである。

本研究で得られた主要な結論として、低炭素含有シュンガイトは初生的に有機物に富む

珪質な堆積岩を起原とすると考えられ、 TypeIIIシュンガイト (20四 35wt%C)などの中程度

の炭素含有量を示すものは、初生的に炭素質な堆積岩と火山岩類の反応によって富化され

た結果による可能性がある。 TypeI-II (35-98wt%C)シュンガイトは何らかの状況で濃集し

た炭質物が流体として再移動した結果の産物と考えることができる。しかしながら、堆積

物中に本来存在した炭質物の起原や、火山岩類を伴わない大量の TypeIII圃 IV(10田 35wt%C)

シュンガイトの起原は現時点では不明で、あり、なお調査を要すると考えている。

なお本科学研究費によるものとして、平成 16年 12月 3自に京都大学において、海外共

同研究者のナタリア N.ロシュコワ博士を招いて西側諸国としては初のシュンガイトシン

ポジウムを開催し、化学的・鉱物的・地質学的な各視点からの活発な討論を行ったことも

特筆に値する。短い期間で、あったが、海外現地調査を含めて有意義な研究を我が国で初め

て展開でき、ロシア科学アカデミーと我が図研究者間の良好な共同研究体制を築くことも

可能となるなど、実りの多い研究を遂行できた。

研究代表者 団中一義
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21 st century COE， Chemistry Network， Kyoto University. 
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AIDount of C60 in Shungite Rocks 

Kazuyoshi TanakaラShigekazuOhmori， Takamasa Hirayama， and Akihiro Ito 

Department 0/ Molecular Engineering， Graduate School 0/ Engineering， 

めlotoUniversity， Nishiか小ku，めloto615四 8510，Japan 

Shungite is the black Precambrian rock contains abundant carbon component 

and is produced in the Karelia region in northwestem Russia near the border of Finland. 

There are several types of Shungite rock depending on the amount of carbon included. 

It is of interest that Shungite-type 1 (amount of carbon component up to 92田 98%) 

produced in the Shunga deposit near the north shore of the Lake Onega in Karelia could 

contain natural fullerene (C60)， which was reported in 1992 by means of High 

Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) as well as Fourier Transform 

Mass Spectroscopy (FTMS) [1]. On the other hand， howeverラ ithas been c1aimed 

that these measurements can damage the original carbon ingredient to generate fullerene 

skeleton in the apparatus chamber itself [2]. In our present research we undertake the 

verification of existence ofおllerenein Shungite勾pe1 with milder and acceptable 
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Fig. 2. UV-vis spectra of Shungite酬句'pe

1 (pancal健闘form)sample from the 

Kondpoga deposit and pure C60・

Fig. 1. UV酬 visspectra of Shungite圃 type

1 sample from the Shunga deposit and 

pure C60・

We check the collected Shungite醐 type1 sampleラ crackedand washed in' 10 % 

HClaq and then ground with pestle and mortar less than 100 μm in diameter， with the 
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uv四 visabsorption spectroscopy as well as 13C醐NMRand Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM). Figure 1 shows the UV-vis spectrum of Shungite勾pe1 sample as the 

toluene阻 extractedsolution (red cぽ ve)with the standard C60 sample solution (black 

curve). It is obvious that Shungite-type 1 sample contains C60 as well and the 

estimated amount of C60 by integration of the signal has given the weight ratio of 19 

ppm. On the other hand， the 13 C田 NMRand AFM failed to find existence of C60 

obviously probably because of less content of the limitation. Moreover， we have not 

succeeded in finding out C60， which suggest its absence in the Pancakeイorm

Shungite-type 1 rock in the Kondpoga deposit as shown in Fig. 2. 
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2. P. J. F. Harris，“Carbon Nanotubes and Re!ated Structures， " Cambridge University 
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Study of Aqueous Dispersions of Shungite Carbon Nanoparticles: 
Results and Perspectives. 

NataHa Rozhkova 
Institute ofGeology， Karelian Research Center RAS，んかozavodsk，Russia 

E-mail: rozhkova@krc.karelia.ru 

Shungite carbon impregnating different rocks of the lake Onega region has been a target 
of scientific interest for more than two centuries. Nongraphitic shungite carbon (SC)丘om
di旺erentdeposits of the region is characterized by similar globular structure at the nano圃 scale
level. It displays inert properties but can be modified under steam conditions. SC properties 
depend to a large extent on the particular method of its trea加lent.Applying steam treatment 
to SC企omthe Shunga deposit， physical chemical properties of more active species of SC 
合omMaksovo and Nigozero can be obtained in the former [1]. 

Structural parameters of bulk SC are stable up to 727 K in vacuumヲwhereasglobular units 
of SC are metastable. Merging of the globules takes place at lower temperatures than similar 
association of carbon black partic1es. Dry grinding of SC leads to transformation of the 
globules into c1usters composed of polyhedra1 partic1es and resembling the known “grapes" of 
carbon blacks. Similar entities were found in lydite (shungite rock with carbon content <5 
wt. %). An autoc1ave treatment helps to release such particles in the c1uster form. Their 
properties were simi1ar to the active carbon black of the acetylene type [2]. 

It was intriguing that SC originated企omalgae in mi1d aqueous conditionsラ accordingto 
geological data， had structural characteristic features similar to those of carbon black. Factors 
affecting formation and transformation of carbon black aggregates may inf1uence SC 
structural org出血ation，too. Water would play a significant role in it. 

Water and some other polar solvents were used to disperse SC for TEM and surface 
preparation of SC in AFM study. An average particle size of globular山首ts("'26 nm) of SC and 
the size distribution of their c1usters were determined σigla). 

a) 、‘，ノhu
 

Fig.l. a) AFM image ofSC企ac旬re(Shunga)， b) AFM image ofprecipitated aqueous 
dispersion of SC 

The structure and dynamics of formation of a nanoscale carbon net can be described 
through a comparison with fullerene圃 likepartic1es and C60， because they訂 emorphologically 
and genetically similar. SC units have multi田 layeredstructures composed of graphite帽 like
planes， with structural and morphological features of aggregatedgiant白llerenesor multi-
layered fullerenes. Aqueous molecular colloidal solution of fullerenes was used as the 
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standard in studying components of SC aqueous dispersion prepared by the same method as 
the fullerene solution. It was the only way ofreproducible fullerene extraction from SC [3]. 

The aqueous dispersion of SC mostly consists of carbon nanoparticles which predetermine 
reactivity ofthe dispersion and SC itself [4]. 

Recent results on the study of SC aqueous dispersion are the subject of the present paper. 

The aqueous dispersions were prepared by ultrasonic treatment of SC (Shunga deposit) 
powder in water with addition of toluene/propanol at 22 kHz and were stable for several 
months. 

Spectral methods (UVラFTIR，and EPR) were used to characterize the SC dispersion. TEMヲ

and AFM were applied to determine the morphology and dimensions of clusters and 
nanoparticles in concentrated gel or in films prepared from the aqueous dispersions. 

An average radius of carbon clusters determined by DLS was 35土 5and 95土 5nm for 
fullerene and SC dispersions respectively. Polydisperci句Twas the same in both cases. 

The phase precipitated from aqueous colloids of fullerenes at ambient conditions was 
composed of mainly globular particles 20-70 nm in size. Precipitated SC dispersion contains 
nanoparticles， amo中houscarbon andおllerer沼田containingphase. The size distribution of 
nanoparticles depends on the合yingconditions. 

The next morphologicallevel was measured by AFM. Particles were less than 330 nm 
with an average dimension of 60-80 nm (Fig.1 b ). 

The FTIR spectrum of SC gel is characterized by. very rich structure in comparison with 
SC powder in a higher frequency range (1220四 500cmヴ

The aqueous dispersion of SC is a very challenging object. Biological aspects of 
白llerenesand carbon nanoparticles can be studied only in the form of aqueous solutions. 
Their detailed study will give answer to some open issues: 
ーHowto preserve reactive fullerenes and nanoparticles， 
四京弓latis the origin and formation mechanism of SC nanoparticles. 
幽 Isreconstruction of SC formation a way to a new technology? 
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Stable Carbon Isotope Ratio ( d 13C) of the Shungite and Its 

Implication for the Carbon Origin 

Koichi Hoyanagi， Kohki Yoshida， and Kazuo Fukushima 

D己partmentofGeology， Faculty ofScience， Shinshu Univers旬 Matsumoto390岬 8621

Jψan 

Introduction 

Shungite rocks are general term for the carbon rich rocks of the lower Proterozoic 

Karelian Super Group in Karelia (eastem F ennoscandian Shield). Carbon contents of 

the Shungite rocks are generally several % to 90 % or over. The shungite rocks are 

classified into five categories (Type 1 to 5) by carbon content. Type 1 has the highest 

carbon content and it is more than 75 % in weight. The shungite rocks are considered 

to be formed in 2 billion years ago， based on the study ofradiome仕icisotope age. 

The formation process of the shungite rocks has been well studied by the scientists 

in the Karelian Science Center， Russian Academy of Science. According to their 

precise geological， geophysical and geochemical studies， they have been considered to 

be originated企omcoalification of organic hydrocarbon in oil reservoir. Stable 

carbon isotope ratio ( 0 13C) show -25 to -40 %0 (Busecket al.， 1997). 

In this study， we analyzed 0 13C value and tried to detect biological marker 

macromolecules. 

Blethod 

We analyzed 10 samples of the Shungite rocks and related siliceous shale， which 

were col1ected in 2002 and 2003. We dissolved silicate and carbonate minerals form 

the rock and concentrated carbon by the HF IHCl treatment. We analyzed stable carbon 

isotope value of them. The analyses were ca口iedout at the Faculty of Scienceラ

Shinshu University， using an elemental analyzer (FlashEA1122， ThermoQuest Ltd.)釦 d

a mass spectrometer (De1ta Plus， ThermoQuest Ltdふ A few milligrams of each 

sample was heated to 9500C in the furnace of the element analyzer， and the resulting 

pぽ ifiedCO2 gas was fed direct1y into a mass spectrometer using a pure helium ca汀ler

gas. Carbon isotope resu1ts are expressed as per mil (%0) relative to the V田 PDBstandard. 

We measured a working standard (Atropine; O13C =四23.2%0)with every eight samples. 

The analytical precision was 0.1 %0 in carbon for C. 

時 7-



Pyrolytic GC/MS analyses were carried with a GC/MS analyzer 

(HP6890GC柵 5873MSD)at the Faculty of Science， Shinshu University to detect 

biological marker macromolecules. 

ResuIts and discussion 

Three samples of the Type 3 shungite rocks show -25 to -27 %0 of the a 13C 

values， three samples ofthe Type 1 show -37 to -38 %0， and three samples ofthe Type 

3 show -40to -42 %0 (Fig. 1). The a 13C values of -25 to -27 %0 coincide with 

these of the higher land plants， but they did not appear in 2 billion years ago. Organic 

carbon produced by cyanobacteria is considered to show -15 to -酬お %0 of the a 13C 

values. We also concluded that the carbon of the shungite rocks is originated form 

organic carbon. The negative values such as -40 to -42 %0 might be caused by the 

activityof methane bacteria in anoxic conditions. 

We detected very small quantity of n田 alkanesby the pyrolytic GC/MS analyses. 

We cannot deny a contamination during the analytical processes with these small values. 

Biological maker macromolecules might be decomposed by high tempera印reduring 

diagenetic and metamorphic processes. 

• 側ゆiType I 

崎町一田園田副舗

ー
Type 11-111 

制.
I Siliceous shale 

-25 -26 ・27 -28 ・29 ・30 ・31 ・32 -33 ・34 ・35 ・36 -37 -38 倒39 -40 -41 -42 -43 

宏、，、
%。

爾 Busecket a 1. (1997) 

φThis siudy 

Fig. 1. 0 13C values ofthe shungite rocks in Karelia. 
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The Variation in REEs (Rare Earth Elements) Patterns of 

the Karelian Shungite， Northwest Russia 

Kohki Yoshida 

Department ofGeology， Faculty ofScience， Shinshu University， Matsumoto 390四 8621

J伊 an

Shungite are carbon-rich rocks found in the Lower Proterozoic Karelian Super 

Group that is widely distributed in the area surrounding the northwest region of Lake 

Onega in the Karelian Republic of northwestem Russia. These are black， fine-grained 

rocks that are traditionally divided into five types on the basis of the carbon content， i.e.， 

type 1 (carbon content 98 -75 wt%)， II (75 - 35 wt%)， 1II (35 - 20 wt%)， 1V (20-

10 wt%) and V (less than 10 wt%)， regardless of the original lithology. The types 1 

and II occur as a dyke or as sheet-like bodies in the specified area， while the other types 

are more widely distributed and are confirmed to be host rocks of types 1 and 1I. 

Rare earth elements (REEs) of the type 1， II， II1ラ andV shungites (type 1V is not 

examined)， collected合omthe Shunga， Maksovo and Zazhogino areas， were the subjects 

of也lSS仰の. Prior to the analysis， the chemistry of the major and trace elements， 

organic carbon contentラ andloss on ignition (L01)， which is related to organic and 

carbonate contents is measured. The REE pattems， where the abundances were 

normalized to those of the chondrite (CH) and Post圃ArchaeanAustralian shale (PAAS) 

and plotted on a logarithmic scale against the atomic number， show variations. From 

the above-mentioned， the following matters have been c1arified. (1) 1n CH-normalized 

diagram abundant Cerium depletion of (negative Ce anomaly) was observed in each 

REE pattem of type 1 and II shungites. (2) 1n the diagram， more conspicuous depletion 

of europium (negative Eu anomaly) was observed in most oftype 1， II， and 1II shungitesラ

the exception being a type II1 sample originating from glassy basalt. (3) The siliceous 

shale， which is considered to be correlated to type V has a f1at pattem with slight 

negative Ce and positive Eu anomalies. The .overall variation in the REE pa抗emsof 

both匂rpeII and 1II shungites is similar to that in type 1 exc1uding the presence of Ce 

anomalies in CH-normalized diagram. (4) 1n PAAふnormalizeddiagram distinct 

enrichment ofytterbium (positive Yb-anomaly) was also found in most ofsamples. 

Previous studies on the controversial issue of REE mobility during metamorphism 

show that the behavior of the REEs during early digenesis and metamorphism is very 

complex. However， various REE abundances in the type 1II shungites， despite original 

lithologiesラconfirmthat the REEs cannot be mobilized su:fficiently to achieve a uniform 



REE distribution. 

It is known that Ce tends to oxidize from the trivalent state as an unstable dissolved 

material to the tetravalent state as solid Ce(OH)4 under oxic conditions. This implies 

that oxic seawater is more depleted of Ce content. Under anoxic conditions， sediments 

have a negative Ce anomaly due to the release of the trivalent state of Ce into seawater. 

A type 1 negative Ce anomaly， showing the depletion of Ce under an anoxic condition 

indicates that the redox potential of the environment was sufficiently high to reduce 

trivalent states to tetravalent states of Ce. On the other hand， the redox potential of 

type III shungite was perhaps not sufficiently high， and these samples were associated 

with conditions considered more oxic. 

Meanwhile， Eu anomaly in sedimentary rocks could possibly be the result of 

enrichment of plagioclase contents， sedimentation in alkaline pore water of anoxic 

marine conditions， or the interaction of the rocks with fluids. A slight positive Eu 

anomaly in type V suggests that changes in the REE contents of the sediments could not 

be attributed to the diagenetic processes. The coexistence of the slight anomaly of gassy 

basalt and the distinct anomaly of most of the shungites might be related to the 

composition of originallithology and not to the magmatic and/or fluidal interaction. 

Although it is considered that yb is apt to be reduced to the divalent state from the 

位ivalentstate under the reducing conditions， exact reason of the positive yb anomaly is 

not clear. 

A variety in the REE pa抗emsof shungites suggests that type 1 was formed under 

different geochemical conditions as compared to other types of shungites， although the 

original carbonaceous material has common geochemical characteristics in REE pa社em.

Further， the depositional condition of type III was not clarified by REE pattem， however， 

the enrichment of yb might be important as a key for the settlement. 
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Shungite Type2 

a-C>> C匂aphite)

Mineralogical Study on the Shungite Rocks 

Toshinobu Yoko 
Institute for Chemical Research， め10ωUnかersity，

【グえめ10tOてか611四 0011Japan 

Shungite rocks ( cal1ed shungite carbon; ShC) are two bil1ion years old 

pre田 cambriancarbon-containing rocksラ whichare produced in Karelia， Russia (1， 2). 

In recent yearsラ theserocks have attracted attentionラ becausethe origin of such organic 

matters in the meta-anthracitic stage of coalification is still not wel1田known(1， 2)， and 

moreover the presence of C60 and C70 白llerenesin them has been experimentally 

confirmed (3， 4). It is， thereforeヲofgreat importance to know where the carbonaceous 

materials came企omand what happened to them during the formation process. 

Shungite rocks are classified into three types based on the form of manifestation: 1) a 

protosedimentary砂Pム 2)a migratolア砂pe，and 3) a mixed 砂peof 1) and 2). 

Moreover，ラ thesethree types of shungite rocks are subdivided on the basis of the content 

of organic carbon (Corg) into five types: Shungite-I (natural bitumen， anthraxoliteラ Corg>

95%) and Shungite 11田 V(sedimentary， vo1cano四 sedimentaryand chemically precipitated 

rocks that make up 35四 70%ラ20醐 35%ラ 10田 20%andく 10%，respectively). In the present 

study， crystalline phases precipitated in the different shungite rocks and their contents 

were systematical1y examined in terms of an X由 raydi飴 actionanalysis and an X阻 ray

fluorescence analysis in order to know the role of each substance. 

Table 1. Major crystalline phases precipitated and chemical composition of respective 
elements in various shungite rocks 
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Organopetrography of Shungite from the Karelia Republic， Russia 

Kazutoyo Chijiwa 

D己partmentof Earth Science， Yamaguchi Universi収ぬmaguchi753-8513， Japan 

The Karelian shungite rocks are prominent in the Lake Onega region， and 

intercalated . within the greenschist刷 faciesLower Proterozoic醐 Ludicovienrocks (2.0 to 

2.1 Ga). Theyare grouped into five句rpes(1， II， III， IV， and V) on the basis of their 

carbon contents. The first report of the occurrence of natural fullerenes was reported 

企omザpe四 1shungite rocks containg carbon 75 to 98 wt% (Buseck et alラ 1992).

From the field observation is confirmed the following three modes of occurrence 

oftype酬 1shungite ; 1) thin layer (type Shunga deposit)， 2) gravel (Kondopoga deposit)， 

3) laminae/lensl企agments(Zazhogino deposit). The feature of occurrence and 

sedimentary sequence suggests that the type-1 shungite originated from the 

sedimentation of organic ma抗er.

The optical and chemical analyses of selected type-1 shungite samples have been 

performed. 

Type-1 shungite shows evenly structureless surface under the microscope， and is quite 

close to anthracite or meta同 anthracitein appearance. Juding from the result of 

reflectance measurementラ匂rpe四 1shungite show an uniaxial nature in spite of high rankラ

and that an optical axis is pe中endicularto the bedding plane. The appearance of 

optical anisotropy is in medium level. This may mean that the type-1 shungite has 

been scarcely subjected to tectonic stress. 

The carbon content of selected type-1 shungite samples ranges from 91.46 to 

93.3 9%. The reflectance values of type田 1shungite are actually higher than ones 

expected合omthe carbon contents in coal series. The relationships between the carbon 

content and HlC atomic ration of type-1 shungite are plotted outside of the general trend 

of coal series. The characteristic of lower HlC atomic ratio of type-1 shungite results 

in the deterioration of calorific value in comparison with coal series. 
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Fig. 1. In polar coordinate is represented refectance on polished surface almost 

perpendicular to the bedding plane of shungite 伽 oughthe rotation of stage. 

1ω2 

Fig. 2. Relationship between HlC atomic ratio and carbon content of shungite and 

coals. Note the lower value ofHlC of shungite in comparison with coals. 
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Table 1 Results of chemical analyses of se/ected shungite type 1 samples 

¥ ¥、121f
Type Shungite type 1 (layer) 
from adit of Shunga Deposit 

A 8 

t+G伺EX0tF2 a a叉伺E 0c D 5 

主コムぬ。」 田5EのーeOーo 

analytical base (a.d) 

Moisture 覧 2.5 
Ash 話 2.1 
Volatile matter % 9.2 
Fixed carbon 話 86.2 
Fuel ratio 9.4 
Oalorific value cal/ g 7，160 

Ash 

C 
H 

O 

N 

T otal Sulfur 

combustive S. 

non-comb. S. 

(sulfur in ash) 

J/g 29，970 
話 2.2 
話 91.34 
話 0.97 
話 4.43 
% 0.67 
話 0.45 
誌 0.39 

0.06 
何f/a (2.59) 

H/O atomic ratio 

0/0 atomic ratio 

(d.a.め (a.d) (d.a.の
一 2，9 一
一 1.9 一
9.6 9.5 10.0 

90.4 85.7 90.0 
9.4 9.0 9.0 

7，510 7.110 7.470 
31，440 29，760 31，270 

一 2.0 一
93.39 90.84 92.69 

0.99 0.99 1.01 

4.54 5.31 5.43 
0.68 0.65 0.66 

一 0.39 一
0.40 0.21 0.21 

一 0.18 一
一 (9.15) 一

"Pancake-Iike" shungite type 1 (gravel) 
from dump at Kondopoga 

C D 

(a.d) (d.a.f) (a.d) (d.a.f) 

6，3 一 3.4 曹開

4.0 一 20.6 一
な1 10.1 9.6 12.6 

80.6 89.9 66.4 87.4 
8.9 8.9 6.9 6.9 

6.650 7.410 5A50j 7，170 
27，840 3'1，020 22，810 30，010 

4.3 一 21.3 一
88.51 92.49 71.98 91.46 

1.t8 1.23 1.15 1，46 

5.70 5，96 5.36 6.81 

0.21 0.22 0.15 0.19 

0.10 (0.10) 0.06 (0.08) 

tr. tr. tr. tr. 

tr. 一 tr. 一
一 一

Method of 

Analysis 

JIS M 881 

JIS M 8814 

JIS M 8813 



Structural Similarity between Shungite and Soot 

Eiji Osawa 

NanoCarbon Researchlnstitute， 304 Toudai Kashiwa Venture Plaza， 

5-4-19 Kashiwa-noみa，Kashiwa， Chiba 277田 0882Japan 

Primary particles of shungite and soot have common and distinct structural features 

related to multi田 shell削 lereneor carbon nano-onion. In the case of shungiteラ the

primary particles are polyhedral onions with void 1 [1]， a morphology known to form 

when spherical multi田 shellfullerenes (2ラUg母rte'sultimate fullerene) have been exposed 

to very high temperatures. On the other hand， the primary particles of carbon blacks 3 

(pure soot)ラ arehighly defective Ugarte fullerenes andJor its spiral valence isomer or 

spiroid 4 [2]. We found that their structural defects can be removed by irradiation of 

high田 currentlhigh-voltageelectron beam to give almost flawless 2 through and that this 

transformation passes through 4 as the intermediate. The discovery of 4 solved 

long田 standingriddles on the growth and formation of soot [2]. 

~/♂\\\ 
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Mechanistic details of the transformation企om2 to 1 is still unclear but it is likely 

that large帽 amplitudethermal vibration of 2 at high temperatures will induce Pacman 

opening of outer shells [3] or extensi~e loosening of spirals during the structural 

annealing. As the consequence some of the inner contents of amorphous carbon atoms 

will escape to outside to cause deficiency of carbon atoms as the crystallization 

proceeds仕omouter to inner shells. 

A logical extension of the close structural and mechanistic connection between 

shungite組 dsoot will be to hypothesize that shungite originated丘omsootラ theproduct 

of incomplete combustion or pyrolysis of carbonaceous materials. Soot is a likely 

origin of any Sp2田 hybridizedform of carbon occurring in nature as it could form by a 
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number of natural causes involving wildfire， thunder strikes， volcanic activities， and 

meteorite impact. In view of the novelty of shungite mineral， however， the major 

process of transformation of soot into shungite must be novel as well. Indeedヲinorder 

to e除 ctdirect conversion of 3 into 1 (dotted arrow)， it is necessary to heat 3 to higher 

than 2，500oC. This range of temperature occur not very often in nature， and even if 

occurred only for very short四 periodsof time as in the cases of meteorite crush or 

volcano eruption. Stepwise process (3→4→2→1) also demands extremely high 

energy sources， and not very likely to occur in nature. In conclusion the soot theory on 

the origin of shungite seems likely at first but the intermediate processes are hard to 

lmaglne. 

The other noteworthy points shared by both shungite and soot concems the 

occurence of C60 in these carbons. According to our interpretations on the structure and 

growth mechanism of the primary particle of soot [2]， every primary particle contains 

one C60 molecule in its core. Hence at least in the beginning， considerably high amounts 

of C60 could have been there before soot is converted into shungite. The reason for the 

presence of ca 20 ppm of C60 in shungite [4] is still unknown， but the chance of some of 

C60 contents getting out of the shells of primary particles has already been mentioned 

above. 

Finally it should be noted that the leve1 of abundance of C60 found in shungite[4] 

definitely exceeds the controversial level of less than 1 ppm， often invoked doubts on 

the results in the past[ 5-7]. 
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Hydrothermal Treatment of Shungite Rock 

K. Yanagisawa and工Fuiino

Research Laboratory 01砂drothermalChemistry， Faculty ofScience， Kochi UnIl陀y沼er，刈t官si

Kochi 78紛0由 8お520.llψG仰 1 n 

くIntroduction>

Shungite produced in Karelia of north四 westRussia is a natural rock including 

carbon and -is classified by the carbon content into following five groups; Type 1 (75皿 98

mass%C)， Type n (3ふ75mass%C)， Type III (20-35 mass%C)， Type IV (10-20 

mass%C)， Type V (below 10 mass%C). A few researchers studied on the carbon in 

Shungite. A.K. Boldyrev， GA. Kovalevreported that carbon in Shungite was poor 

crystalline graphite， and K. U senbayev et al. concluded that Shungite had graphene 

layers but was norトgraphitizingcarbon because graphitization did not occur by heat 

treatment of Shungite. (1) Recently， the micro sなuctureof carbon in Shungite has been 

explicated by the electron microscopy.ο) As a summery， it has been pointed out白atthe 

carbon in Shungite has a旬rbostraticstructure with graphene layers and includes a small 

amount of single圃 ormulti岬 layeredspherical super fine particles such as fullerene. 

Shungite especially with low content of carbon usually includes a large amount of 

low quartz， which suggests that hydrothermal fluid had some effect on Shungite 

formation. In this sωdy， the carbon of Shungite was hydrothermally treated at high 

temperatures to estimate the e能 ctof hydrothermal fluid on the formation of Shungite. 

くExperimental>

Shungite Rock Type 1 collected form Maksova， Karelia， Russia， was used as a 

starting material. X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) showed that Shungite contained 

Si02 and various metal oxides. In order to purify the carbon in Shungite， Shungite rock 

(3.0 g) was crashed to powder and hydrothermally treated in 20% HF如 d1.0MNaOH 

(17.5 ml) at 1800C for 24hours. The hydrothermal treatments were repeated in several 

times. The products were washed with ，.water and dried at 100oC. High temperature 

hydrothermal treatments of the carbon in Shungite were carried out up to 8000C at 100 

MPa for 24 hours in pure water (80口1).The purified Shungite carbon (20mg) was 

sealed in Pt capsules (2.8 mm in inner diameter， 40 mm in height) together with water 

and heated in test tube type autoclaves. Temperature was measured on the wall of the 

autoclaves. Powders of carbonもlackand graphite were also hydrothermally treated as a 

reference. The product was characterized by XRD， Raman spectroscopy:ラ SEMラEDX

andTEM. 
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くResults>

Figure 1 shows the XRD pa抗emsof Shungite hydrothennally treated at 180oC. 

The XRD pa性emof the original Shungite inc1uded strong diffractions of low叩 lartz.

These peaks were disappeared and two broad peaks with low intensity which can be 

assigned to graphite appeared on around 26 and 44 degree after hydro白ennaltreatments. 

The intensities of these two peaks increased as the number of times of the hydrothennal 

treatment increasedヲ whichwas caused by removal of Si02 and other impurities. 

Analysis of XRF and microscopic EDX showed that the final sample (d) inc1uded on1y 

carbon without any other impurities. 

The hydrothennal treatments of 

the purified Shungite cぽ bonat high 

temperatures did not give any changes 

in XRD pattems (Fig. 2)， which 

that the hydrothennal 

treatment even at 8000C had no e妊ect
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Fig.2. 

(a) and samples hydrothermally treated at (b) 

500oC， (c) 600oC， and (d) 7000C. 
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